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APPARATUS AND METHOD OF IMPROVING BEAM SHAPING AND BEAM

HOMOGENIZATION

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention generally relate to an apparatus and

method used to manufacture a semiconductor device. More particularly, the

invention is directed to an apparatus and method that is used to thermally process a

substrate.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] The integrated circuit (IC) market is continually demanding greater memory

capacity, faster switching speeds, and smaller feature sizes. One of the major steps

the industry has taken to address these demands is to change from batch

processing silicon wafers in large furnaces to single wafer processing in a small

chamber.

[0003] During such single wafer processing the wafer is typically heated to high

temperatures so that various chemical and physical reactions can take place in

multiple IC devices defined in the wafer. Of particular interest, favorable electrical

performance of the IC devices requires implanted regions to be annealed.

Annealing recreates a more crystalline structure from regions of the wafer that were

previously made amorphous, and activates dopants by incorporating their atoms into

the crystalline lattice of the substrate, or wafer. Thermal processes, such as

annealing, require providing a relatively large amount of thermal energy to the wafer

in a short amount of time, and thereafter rapidly cooling the wafer to terminate the

thermal process. Examples of thermal processes currently in use include Rapid

Thermal Processing (RTP) and impulse (spike) annealing. A drawback of RTP type

processes is that it heats the entire wafer even though the IC devices reside only in

the top few microns of the silicon wafer. This limits how fast one can heat up and

cool down the wafer. Moreover, once the entire wafer is at an elevated temperature,

heat can only dissipate into the surrounding space or structures. As a result, today's



state of the art RTP systems struggle to achieve a 400°C/s ramp-up rate and a

150°C/s ramp-down rate. While RTP and spike annealing processes are widely

used, current technology is not ideal, and tends to ramp the wafer temperature

during thermal processing too slowly and thus expose the wafer to elevated

temperatures for too long a period of time. These thermal budget type problems

become more severe with increasing wafer sizes, increasing switching speeds,

and/or decreasing feature sizes.

[0004] To resolve some of the problems raised in conventional RTP type processes

various scanning laser anneal techniques have been used to anneal the surface(s)

of the substrate. In general, these techniques deliver a constant energy flux to a

small region on the surface of the substrate while the substrate is translated, or

scanned, relative to the energy delivered to the small region. Due to the stringent

uniformity requirements and the complexity of minimizing the overlap of scanned

regions across the substrate surface these types of processes are not effective for

thermal processing contact level devices formed on the surface of the substrate.

[0005] Pulsed laser anneal techniques have been used to anneal finite regions on

the surface of the substrate to provide a well defined annealed and/or re-melted

regions on the surface of the substrate. In general, a during a pulse laser anneal

processes various regions on the surface of the substrate are exposed to a desired

amount of energy delivered from the laser to cause the preferential heating of

desired regions of the substrate. Pulse laser anneal techniques have an advantage

over conventional processes that sweep the laser energy across the surface of the

substrate, since the need to tightly control the overlap between adjacently scanned

regions to assure uniform annealing across the desired regions of the substrate is

not an issue, since the overlap of the exposed regions of the substrate is typically

limited to the unused space between die, or "kurf" lines {e.g., lines 10A in Figure 3).

[0006] Due to the shrinking semiconductor device sizes and stringent device

processing characteristics the tolerance in the variation in the amount of energy

delivered during each pulse to different devices formed on the substrate surface is

very low. These device requirements have made the tolerance to variations in the



delivered energy across the exposed surface of the substrate to be rather small (i.e.,

<5% variation). One common non-uniformity phenomena is called "speckle."

Speckle is the generation of a random intensity distribution, or "hot spots" on the

surface of the substrate, when light from a highly coherent source, such as a laser,

is scattered by the features formed on a rough surface or inhomogeneous medium.

Therefore, there is a need for a pulse laser technique that has a desirable uniformity

and reduces or minimizes the effects of speckle on the laser annealed regions of the

substrate.

[0007] To better control the pulsed laser anneal process and minimize the lateral

inter-diffusion between devices the energy delivered in each pulse needs to be

relatively high and the pulse duration needs to be short, but not short enough to

damage the material exposed to the pulse of energy. Rapid heating of the exposed

material can cause regions of high stress in the substrate, cracks to form in the

substrate, or even ejection of material from the substrate surface due to the rapid

expansion of the melted regions of the substrate. Therefore, there is need for a

pulse laser anneal system that is able to reliably deliver energy to the surface of the

substrate with minimal damage to the structure of the substrate material.

[0008] Also, the required high energy delivered during each laser pulse can

permanently damage or greatly reduce the useable lifetime of the optical

components {e.g., lenses) used to deliver and control the amount of energy to the

surface of the substrate. Therefore, there is need for apparatus and method that

can be used to deliver a high energy laser pulse that will not damage or greatly

affect the useable lifetime of the optical components used to deliver the energy to

the substrate surface.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention generally provide an apparatus of thermally processing

a substrate, comprising an energy source that has an output and is adapted to

deliver a first energy pulse, a first micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses

that are adapted to receive at least a portion of the first energy pulse transmitted

from the output of the energy source, a second micro-lens array having a plurality of



micro-lenses that are adapted to receive the at least a portion of the energy

transmitted from the first micro-lens array, a first lens that is positioned to receive the

at least a portion of the energy transmitted from the micro lenses in the second

micro-lens array and transmit the energy received from the second micro-lens array,

and a second lens that is positioned to receive the at least a portion of the first

energy pulse and cause the image received by two or more micro-lenses in the first

micro-lens array to be at least partially different, wherein the second lens is adapted

to improve the uniformity of the at least a portion of the first pulse transmitted by the

first lens.

[0010] Embodiments of the invention further provide an apparatus of thermally

processing a substrate, comprising an energy source that has an output that is

adapted to deliver a first energy pulse, a pulse stretching device that comprises a

first beam splitting device that is adapted to split the first energy pulse delivered from

the energy source into a first sub-pulse and a second sub-pulse, wherein the first

sub-pulse is transferred along a first path having a first length to a beam combining

device, and a first plurality of mirrors that are aligned to reflect the second sub-pulse

received from the first beam splitting device along a second path having a second

length to the beam combining device, wherein the beam combining device is

adapted to transmit the first sub-pulse and second sub-pulse to one or more

components that are used to direct them to a surface of a substrate, a first micro-

lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses that are adapted to receive at least a

portion of the first energy pulse, a second micro-lens array having a plurality of

micro-lenses that are adapted to receive the at least a portion of the energy

transmitted from the first micro-lens array, a first lens that is positioned to receive the

at least a portion of the energy transmitted from the micro lenses in the second

micro-lens array and transmit the energy received from the second micro-lens array

to one or more components that are used to direct the energy received to the

surface of the substrate, and a random diffuser that is positioned to receive at least

a portion of the first energy pulse and transmit the at least a portion of the first

energy pulse to the first micro-lens array.



[0011] Embodiments of the invention further provide an apparatus of thermally

processing a substrate, comprising a first energy source that has an output that is

adapted to deliver a first energy pulse, a second energy source that has an output

that is adapted to deliver a second energy pulse, a pulse stretching device that

comprises a first beam splitting device that is adapted to split the first pulse

delivered from the energy source into a first sub-pulse and a second sub-pulse, and

the second energy pulse delivered from the energy source into a third sub-pulse and

a fourth sub-pulse, wherein the first sub-pulse and the third sub-pulse are

transferred along a first path having a first length to a beam combining device, and a

first plurality of mirrors that are aligned to reflect the second sub-pulse and the fourth

sub-pulse received from the first beam splitting device along a second path having a

second length to the beam combining device, a first micro-lens array having a

plurality of micro-lenses that are adapted to receive at least a portion of the first

energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse, a second micro-lens array

having a plurality of micro-lenses that are adapted to receive the at least a portion of

the energy transmitted from the first micro-lens array, a first lens that is positioned to

receive the at least a portion of the energy transmitted from the micro lenses in the

second micro-lens array and transmit the energy received from the second micro-

lens array, a random diffuser that is positioned to receive at least a portion of the

first energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse and transmit the at least

a portion of the first energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse to the

first micro-lens array, wherein the random diffuser is adapted to receive at least a

portion of the first sub-pulse, the second sub-pulse, the third sub-pulse, and the

fourth sub-pulse delivered from the beam combining device, and a controller that is

adapted to synchronize the delivery of the first energy pulse and the second energy

pulse, wherein a composite pulse formed by summing the first energy pulse and the

second energy pulse over time has a pulse width that is greater than the pulse width

of the first energy pulse and the second energy pulse.

[0012] Embodiments of the invention further provide a method of thermally

processing a substrate, comprising positioning a substrate on a substrate support,

delivering a first energy pulse having a first wavelength and first pulse width to a first



lens from a first energy source, transmitting at least a portion of the first energy

pulse to a first micro-lens array from the first lens so that the uniformity of the image

received by two or more micro-lens is at least partially different, transmitting at least

a portion of the energy received by the first micro-lens array to a second micro-lens

array, wherein the first micro-lens array is adapted to increase the energy density of

the portion of the energy received by the second lens array, and transmitting at least

a portion of the energy received by the second micro-lens array to a second lens,

wherein the second lens is adapted to transmit the received energy to components

that transfer the energy to a region on the surface of the substrate positioned on the

substrate support.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] So that the manner in which the above recited features of the present

invention can be understood in detail, a more particular description of the invention,

briefly summarized above, may be had by reference to embodiments, some of which

are illustrated in the appended drawings. It is to be noted, however, that the

appended drawings illustrate only typical embodiments of this invention and are

therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope, for the invention may admit to

other equally effective embodiments. The patent or application file contains at least

one drawing executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application publication

with color drawing(s) will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the

necessary fee.

[0014] Figures 1A-1 B illustrate a schematic side view of a region on a surface of a

substrate described within an embodiment herein;

[0015] Figure 2A illustrate a graph of concentration versus depth into a region of a

substrate illustrated in Figure 1A that is within an embodiment herein;

[0016] Figure 2B illustrate a graph of concentration versus depth into a region of a

substrate illustrated in Figure 1B that is within an embodiment herein;

[0017] Figure 3 illustrates a schematic isometric view of an energy source that is

adapted to project an amount of energy on a defined region of the substrate

described within an embodiment herein;



[0018] Figure 4 illustrates a schematic view of a laser anneal system according to an

embodiment described herein;

[0019] Figure 5 illustrates a schematic view of a dose control system that is

positioned within a laser anneal system according to an embodiment described

herein;

[0020] Figure 6A illustrates a schematic view of a pulse stretcher assembly that is

positioned within a laser anneal system according to an embodiment described

herein;

[0021] Figure 6B illustrate graph of pulses and sub-pulses generated in a laser

anneal system illustrated in Figure 6A according to an embodiment described

herein;

[0022] Figure 6C illustrates the effect of delivering the pulses illustrated in Figure 6B

on a surface of the substrate described within an embodiment contained herein;

[0023] Figure 7A illustrates a schematic view of a novel version of an energy source

that is positioned within a laser anneal system according to an embodiment

described herein;

[0024] Figure 7B illustrate graph of sub-pulses generated in a laser anneal system

illustrated in Figure 7A according to an embodiment described herein;

[0025] Figure 7C illustrates the effect of delivering the pulses illustrated in Figure 7B

on a surface of the substrate described within an embodiment contained herein;

[0026] Figure 8A illustrates a schematic view of a novel version of an energy source

and a pulse stretcher assembly that is positioned within a laser anneal system

according to an embodiment described herein;

[0027] Figure 8B illustrate graph of pulses and sub-pulses generated in a laser

anneal system illustrated in Figure 8A according to an embodiment described

herein;

[0028] Figure 8C illustrates the effect of delivering the pulses illustrated in Figure 8B

on a surface of the substrate described within an embodiment contained herein;



[0029] Figure 9 illustrates a schematic side view of a beam homogenizer assembly

described within an embodiment herein;

[0030] Figure 10A illustrates a schematic side view of a beam homogenizer

assembly described within an embodiment herein;

[0031] Figure 10B illustrates a schematic side view of a beam homogenizer

assembly described within an embodiment herein;

[0032] Figure 11A illustrates an non-uniform image described within an embodiment

herein;

[0033] Figure 11B illustrates a graph of the intensity versus distance across the non¬

uniform image illustrated in Figure 11A described within an embodiment herein;

[0034] Figure 11C illustrates a graph of the intensity versus distance across the

corrected image illustrated in Figure 11D described within an embodiment herein;

[0035] Figure 11D illustrates an corrected image described within an embodiment

herein;

[0036] Figure 11E illustrates a graph of the intensity versus distance across the

image formed by a micro-lens that is at the center of a first micro-lens array

illustrated in Figure 10B described within an embodiment herein;

[0037] Figure 11F illustrates a graph of the intensity versus distance across the

image formed by a micro-lens that is at the edge of a first micro-lens array illustrated

in Figure 10B described within an embodiment herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] The present invention generally relates to an optical system that is able to

reliably deliver a uniform amount of energy across an anneal region 212 (Figure 3)

contained on a surface of a substrate. In one embodiment, the optical system is

adapted to deliver, or project a uniform amount of energy, or "image," having a

desired two-dimensional shape to a desired region on the surface of the substrate.

Typically, the anneal regions 212 may be square or rectangular in shape and range

in area between about 4 mm2 and about 1000 mm2. Generally, the optical system

and methods of the present invention are used to preferentially anneal one or more



regions found within the anneal regions 212 by delivering enough energy to cause

the one or more regions to re-melt and solidify.

[0039] In general the term "substrates" as used herein can be formed from any

material that can benefit from the pulse laser annealing process, such as a material

that has some natural electrical conducting ability or a material that can be modified

to provide the ability to conduct electricity. Typical substrate materials include, but

are not limited to semiconductors, such as silicon (Si), SixGei -x alloys, and

germanium (Ge), as well as other compounds that exhibit semiconducting

properties. Such semiconductor compounds generally include group Ml-V and group

H-Vl compounds. Representative group Ml-V semiconductor compounds include, but

are not limited to, gallium arsenide (GaAs), gallium phosphide (GaP), and gallium

nitride (GaN). Generally, the term semiconductor substrates include bulk

semiconductor substrates as well as substrates having deposited layers disposed

thereon. Similarly, the invented methods can also be applied to form integrated

devices, such as thin-film transistors (TFTs), on relatively thin crystalline silicon

layers formed on insulating substrates {e.g., silicon-on-insulator [SOI] substrates).

[0040] In general, pulse laser anneal type processes are used to minimize inter-

diffusion between various regions of a formed device, remove defects in the

substrate material, and more evenly distribute dopants in various regions of the

substrate after performing an implant step. The laser anneal process generally

contains one or more processing steps that are performed on various regions of the

substrate to cause them to preferentially melt when exposed to the energy delivered

from an energy source (e.g., optical system 220 in Figures 3 and 4A-B). In one

example, the substrate properties within the anneal region(s) 212 (see Figure 2) can

be modified to allow preferential melting to create the melting point contrast in

desired regions of the substrate. Examples of various techniques that may be used

to create a melting point contrast are further described in the co-pending US Patent

Application Serial No. 11/459,847 [Docket Number: APPM 5635], filed 7/25/2006,

which is herein incorporated by reference.



[0041] Figures 1A-1 B illustrate cross-sectional views of an electronic device 100 at

different stages of a device fabrication sequence, which are intended to illustrate

one example of some of the pulse laser anneal process steps. Figure 1A illustrates

a side view of typical electronic device 100 formed on a surface 105 of a substrate

10 that has two doped regions 101 {e.g., doped regions 101A-101 B), such as a

source and drain region of a MOS device, a gate 115, and a gate oxide layer 116.

The doped regions 101A-1 0 1B are generally formed by implanting a desired dopant

material into the surface 105 of the substrate 10. In general, typical n-type dopants

(donor type species) may include arsenic (As), phosphorus (P), and antimony (Sb),

and typical p-type dopants (acceptor type species) may include boron (B), aluminum

(Al), and indium (In) that are introduced into the substrate 10 to form the doped

regions 101A-101 B. Figure 2A illustrates an example of the concentration of the

dopant material as a function of depth {e.g., curve Ci), from the surface 105 and into

the substrate 10 along a path 103 extending through the doped region 101 A after an

implant process has been performed on the substrate 10. The doped region 101 A

has a junction depth D1 after the implant process, which may be defined as a point

where the dopant concentration drops off to a negligible amount. It should be noted

that Figures 1A-1 B are only intended to illustrate some of the various aspects of the

invention and is not intended to be limiting as to the type of device, type of structure,

or regions of a device that may benefit from the various aspects of the invention

described herein. As semiconductor device sizes decrease the position and

geometry of structural elements of the electronic devices 100 formed on the surface

105 of a substrate 10 may vary to improve device manufacturability or device

performance.

[0042] Figure 1B illustrates a side view of the electronic device 100 shown in Figure

1A that is exposed to radiation "B" emitted from the an energy source, such as

optical radiation from a laser. During this step desired area(s) of the substrate 10

are exposed to an amount of energy which causes the various regions of the

substrate {e.g., doped regions 101A-101 B) to selectively melt and resolidify after the

pulse of radiation "B" has been applied. The amount of energy, the energy density

and the duration that the radiation "B" is applied can be set to preferentially melt the



regions 10 1A and 101 B to form the annealed regions 102A and 102B by knowing

the desired depth of these regions, the materials contained within these regions, the

adjacent materials used to form the electronic device 100, and the heat transfer

characteristics of the components within the formed electronic device 100. As

shown in Figures 1B and 2B, upon exposure to the radiation "B" the remelting and

solidification of the annealed regions 102A-1 02B causes the concentration of the

dopant atoms (e.g., curve Ci) to more uniformly redistributed across the region 102.

Also, the dopant concentration between the regions 102A-B and the substrate bulk

material 121 has a sharply defined boundary (i.e., a "hyper-abrupt" junction) and

thus minimizes the unwanted diffusion into the substrate bulk material 121 . In the

example, discussed above, any damage is induced into the substrate 10 during the

implant or other subsequent processes will preferably drop to a negligible level.

[0043] Figure 3 illustrates a schematic representation of a portion of the laser anneal

system 250, which contains an optical system 220 that is adapted to project an

amount of energy on an anneal region 212 found on a surface of a substrate that is

positioned on a substrate support assembly 205. For example, there are 40 anneal

regions 212 illustrated in Figure 3. In general, during a pulse laser anneal

processes each of the anneal regions 212 formed on the surface of the substrate 10

are sequentially exposed to a desired amount of energy delivered from the optical

system 220 to cause the preferential annealing and/or melting within the anneal

regions 212 of the substrate. The anneal regions 212 may cover an area of

between about 4 mm2 (e.g., 2mm x 2mm) and about 1000 mm2 (e.g., 25mm x

40mm). It should be noted that the shape of the edges of the anneal regions 212

could be any shape without varying from the scope of the invention as described

herein. In general, it is desirable to deliver a pulse of energy that has a uniform

energy density per unit time (e.g., watts/mm 2-sec) across the anneal region 212 so

that the annealing process on all parts of the anneal region 212 are uniform. For

example, it desirable to deliver a pulse of energy that has a uniformity across the

anneal region 212 that is less than about 5%, where uniformity is measured by

dividing the standard deviation by the mean value. The 2-D representation of the

uniform pulse of energy that is to be projected across the anneal region 212 is often



called the "image" (see Figures 11A-1 1F), which ideally has a uniform energy

density (Figure 11D).

[0044] Referring to Figure 3, in general, the areas on the surface of the substrate

may be sequentially exposed by translating the substrate 10 positioned on the

substrate support assembly 205 relative to the output of the electromagnetic

radiation source (e.g., conventional X/Y stage, precision stages) and/or translating

the output of the radiation source (e.g., a portion of the optical system 220) relative

to the substrate. The substrate supporting components in the substrate support

assembly 205 are adapted to support, position, and in some cases heat the

substrate 10. In one embodiment, a substrate support assembly 205 contains one

or more electrical actuators 2 17A, 2 17B (e.g., linear motor, lead screw and servo

motor) and one or more precision stages 218, which are used to control the

movement and position of substrate 10 . The precision stages may contain one or

more linear slides 219 that are used to guide and support the various substrate

supporting components. In one embodiment, the movement of a substrate support

214 in a y-direction is controlled by use of an electrical actuator 217A and the

movement of a substrate support 214 in an x-direction is controlled by use of an

electrical actuator 2 17B.

[0045] Further, it may be desirable to control the temperature of the substrate during

thermal processing by placing a surface of the substrate 10 in thermal contact with a

substrate supporting surface 216 of the substrate support 214 and a heat

exchanging device 215. The heat exchanging device 215 is generally adapted to

heat and/or cool the substrate support 214 and substrate prior to, during, or after the

annealing process. In this configuration, the heat exchanging device 215, such as a

conventional substrate heater available from Applied Materials Inc., Santa Clara,

California (e.g., electrically resistive heating elements, temperature controlled fluid

heat exchanger), and may be used to improve the post-processing properties of the

annealing regions 212 of the substrate. In one embodiment, the laser anneal

system 250 contains a power supply 2 15A and resistive heating elements 2 15B that

are in thermal contact with the substrate supporting surface 2 16 and are used to

pre-heat the substrate positioned thereon to a temperature between about 200C and



about 800 0C prior to performing the pulse laser anneal process. In another

embodiment, the power supply and resistive heating elements are adapted to p re

heat the substrate positioned on the substrate support to a temperature between

about 1000C and about 500 0C. In yet another embodiment, the power supply and

resistive heating elements are adapted to pre-heat the substrate positioned on the

substrate support to a temperature between about 200 0C and about 450 0C. In yet

another embodiment, the power supply and resistive heating elements are adapted

to pre-heat the substrate positioned on the substrate support to a temperature

between about 400 0C and about 450 0C. In another embodiment, it may be

desirable to cool the substrate to a temperature between about -240 0C and about

20 0C prior to performing the annealing process by use of conventional chiller type

heat exchanging device {e.g., cryogenic cooling system).

[0046] Figure 4 schematically illustrates a laser anneal system 400 that contains an

optical system 220, a laser anneal processing chamber 420, and a system controller

430. The system controller 430 is generally adapted to control the various

components contained within the optical system 220 and the laser anneal

processing chamber 420, which are discussed herein. The system controller 430 is

generally designed to facilitate the control and automation of the thermal processing

techniques described herein and typically may include a central processing unit

(CPU) (not shown), memory (not shown), and support circuits (or I/O) (not shown).

The CPU may be one of any form of computer processors that are used in industrial

settings for controlling various processes and hardware (e.g., conventional

electromagnetic radiation detectors, motors, laser hardware) and monitor the

processes {e.g., substrate temperature, substrate support temperature, amount of

energy from the pulsed laser, detector signal). The memory (not shown) is

connected to the CPU, and may be one or more of a readily available memory, such

as random access memory (RAM), read only memory (ROM), floppy disk, hard disk,

or any other form of digital storage, local or remote. Software instructions and data

can be coded and stored within the memory for instructing the CPU. The support

circuits (not shown) are also connected to the CPU for supporting the processor in a

conventional manner. The support circuits may include conventional cache, power



supplies, clock circuits, input/output circuitry, subsystems, and the like. A program

(or computer instructions) readable by the controller determines which tasks are

performable on a substrate. Preferably, the program is software readable by the

controller and includes code to monitor and control the substrate supports position

relative to the output of the laser, the amount of energy delivered in each

electromagnetic pulse, the timing of one or more electromagnetic pulses, the

intensity as a function of time for each pulse, the temperature of the substrate, the

wavelength of each pulse delivered from each electromagnetic source to the

substrate, and any combination thereof.

[0047] The laser anneal processing chamber 420 may contain an enclosed

processing region 427 that has one or more chamber walls 426 and an optically

transparent window 428. The laser anneal processing chamber 420 may also

contain the substrate support 214 discussed above. During processing, the

processing region 427 may be evacuated by use of vacuum pump 424 and/or

purged using an inert gas source 425 to reduce the partial pressure of undesirable

gases, such as oxygen.

Optical System

[0048] Figure 4 also schematically illustrates one embodiment of the optical system

220, which include an energy source 402, a dose control system 404, a pulse

stretcher assembly 406, a beam homogenizer assembly 408, and a relay optics

assembly 410. As noted above, the optical system 220 is adapted to repeatedly

deliver a desired uniform dose of energy across the anneal regions 212 to

preferentially anneal and/or melt desired areas within these regions. The system

controller 430 and components within the optical system 220 are used to control the

timing, the duration, the profile of the pulse (e.g., energy versus time), and amount

of energy delivered in each pulse to the anneal region 212. The system controller

430 is also generally adapted to control the various laser anneal processing

chamber 420 and other system components discussed above.



[0049] The amount of energy required to perform the laser anneal process on a

semiconductor substrate described herein can be quite large. For example, the

dose of energy delivered from the energy source 402 may be between about 1 and

about 10 Joules over an 8 to 10 nanosecond (ns) pulse duration, which is equivalent

to delivering an average total power of between about 100 MW to about 1,250 MW

in each pulse to the anneal region. If the anneal regions 212 have an area of

between about 4 mm2 and about 1000 mm2 the average energy density will be

between about 0.1 MW/mm 2 and about 313 MW/mm 2. It should be noted that the

instantaneous power delivered at any time during each pulse may be much higher or

lower than the average due to variations in the profile of the energy pulse. It has

been found that the high powers required to perform the pulse laser anneal process

can cause the usable lifetime of the optical components used to deliver or direct the

energy to the surface of the substrate to be significantly reduced due to damage.

This induced damage can cause the process uniformity to vary pulse-to-pulse and

increase the cost-of-ownership of the system.

Energy Source Assembly

[0050] The energy source 402 is generally adapted to deliver electromagnetic

energy that is used to perform the pulse laser anneal process. Typical sources of

electromagnetic energy include, but are not limited to an optical radiation source, an

electron beam source, and/or a microwave energy source. In one embodiment of

the invention, the energy source 402, such as a laser, is adapted to deliver optical

radiation to selectively heat desired regions of a substrate to their melting point.

Since the effectiveness of the laser anneal process is dependent on the

transmission, absorption and reflection of the energy delivered from the energy

source 402 by the material to be annealed, the wavelength (λ) or wavelengths, of

the delivered energy may be tuned so that they deliver a desired amount of energy

to a desired depth within the substrate. It should be noted that the amount of energy

delivered by each photon of light also varies as a function of wavelength (E = hc/λ) ,

and thus the shorter the wavelength the greater the energy delivered by each

photon of light. However, in some cases the substrate material, such as silicon, has

an absorption edge that varies with thickness and wavelength, which limit the



wavelengths that are absorbed by the substrate material. Therefore, depending on

the thickness and type of material from which the substrate is made, the

wavelength(s) of the emitted radiation may be varied to achieve the desired energy

transfer to the substrate to minimize damage and promote uniform heating of the

exposed region of the substrate. In one embodiment, the energy source 402 is

adapted to deliver energy at a wavelength less than about 1064 nm to a primarily

silicon containing substrate. In one embodiment, the laser annealing processes is

performed on a silicon containing substrate using radiation that is delivered at

wavelengths that are less than about 800 nm. In another embodiment, the

wavelength of the electromagnetic energy delivered from the energy source is about

532 nm to the primarily silicon containing substrate. In yet another embodiment, the

wavelength of the electromagnetic energy delivered from the energy source is about

216 nm or about 193 nm to the primarily silicon containing substrate. In one aspect

of the invention it is desirable to use an Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium

aluminium garnet) laser that is adapted to deliver energy at a wavelength between

about 266nm and about 1064nm.

[0051] Generally, current commercial lasers are not able to deliver energies near the

high end of the desired pulse laser anneal energy level (e.g., >2 Joules) and thus in

one embodiment the outputs of multiple lasers are combined to deliver a desired

amount of energy to the surface of the substrate. However, damage to the substrate

can occur if the characteristics of the energy pulse used in the annealing process is

not optimized or controlled. Typically, energy pulse characteristics may include but

are not limited to the total amount of energy, the energy flux, the energy density,

and/or the duration of the pulse. If the energy pulse characteristics are not

optimized, damage to the substrate is generally created by the stress induced due to

the rapid heating of the melted regions on the surface of the substrate. The rapid

heating can generate acoustic shock waves in the substrate that can cause cracks,

induce stress, and otherwise damage various regions of the substrate. It should be

noted that energy pulse durations that are too long are also undesirable since this

may cause the dopants in the anneal regions 212 to undesirably diffuse into

adjacent regions of the substrate. Since current commercial lasers are generally not



able to deliver pulses that have a desired duration (i.e., pulse width), a system that

can deliver energy to the surface of the substrate that has desirable pulse

characteristics is needed.

[0052] In one embodiment, the energy source 402 is adapted to deliver energy

between about 1 and 10 joules at a pulse width between about 6 ns and about 80 ns

at a desired wavelength, such as 532 nm. In another embodiment, the energy

source 402 is adapted to deliver energy between about 1 and 10 joules at a pulse

width between about 20 ns and about 30 ns at a desired wavelength, such as 532

nm. In another embodiment, the energy source 402 is adapted to deliver energy

between about 1 and 10 joules at a pulse width between about 8 ns and about 80 ns

at wavelengths such as 748 nm and/or 1064 nm.

Dose Control System

[0053] In one embodiment of the invention, a dose control system 404 is placed

between the energy source 402 and the processing chamber 420 to control the

timing and amount of energy delivered to the surface of the substrate 10 during the

laser annealing process. Generally, to improve the reliability and the repeatability of

the energy delivered from a pulsed laser type of energy sources 402, the output of

the pulsed laser source is continually pulsed at a desired frequency and only a

fraction of the delivered pulses are allowed to pass through the dose control system

404 and make their way to the surface of the substrate. The dose control system

404 can thus control the delivery of a pulse of energy at a desired time to the other

components in the optical system 220.

[0054] In one embodiment, as illustrated in Figure 5 the dose control system 404

contains at least one shutter assembly 510 (e.g., two shown in Figure 5) and an

attenuator assembly 520. In general, each shutter assembly 5 10 contains an

aperture 5 11 that is controlled to block or allow the energy delivered from the energy

source 402 to the other components in the optical system 220. In one embodiment,

as shown in Figure 5 the dose control system contains two shutter assemblies 510

that are used in concert with each other to more safely and accurately control which



pulses are allowed to pass through the dose control system 404. The shutter

assemblies 510 may be water cooled or have a provision to reflect the delivered

energy to an external energy collector (not shown), or "beam dump," to assure that

the energy delivered by the energy source 402 doesn't overheat and cause damage

to the shutter assembly components.

[0055] The dose control system 404 may also contain an attenuator assembly 520

that is used to adjust the amount of energy in each pulse that exits the dose control

system 404. In configurations where the energy source 402 delivers partially

polarized light the attenuator assembly 520 may contain a wave plate 522 that can

be rotated, or oriented, by use of an actuator 521 to preferentially alter the

polarization angle of a light wave traveling through it so that it can be partially

blocked by other components (e.g., polarizing cubes) in the optical system 220, and

thus allows the combination of components to control the amount energy delivered

to the substrate surface. In one embodiment, a Pockels Cell or other similar device,

is used in place of a wave plate 522 in the attenuator assembly 520 to control the

amount of transmitted energy through the dose control system 404.

Pulse Stretcher Assembly

[0056] Figure 6A schematically illustrates one embodiment of a pulse stretcher

assembly 406 that is used to optimize the profile, or shape, of the delivered energy

as a function of time that is delivered to the surface of the substrate during the pulse

laser annealing process. As noted above, most conventional lasers are not able to

deliver a pulse that has a desirable profile, and thus each of the pulses delivered

from the optical system 220 to the substrate needs to be adjusted to prevent

damage to the substrate and/or optimize the pulse laser anneal process results.

Examples of various pulse profiles that can be delivered to a substrate are illustrated

in the energy as a function of time graphs (i.e., pulse energy profiles 6 11, 7 11 and

8 11) shown in Figures 6C, 7C, and 8C.

[0057] As shown in Figure 6A, the pulse stretcher assembly 406 may comprise a

plurality of mirrors 601 (e.g., 16 mirrors are shown) and a plurality of beam splitters



(e.g., reference numerals 606A-606E) that are used to delay portions of the

transmitted pulse 607 delivered from the energy source 402 to provide a composite

pulse that has a desirable pulse characteristics {e.g., pulse width and pulse profile).

In one example, a spatially coherent pulse of light is delivered from a single laser

source 605A found in the energy source 402. In one embodiment, a pulse 607,

which is transferred from the laser source 605A and passes through the dose control

system 404, is split into two components, or sub-pulses 608A, 608B, after passing

through the first beam splitter 606A. Neglecting losses in the various optical

components, depending on the transmission to reflection ratio in the first beam

splitter 606A, a percentage of the energy transferred in the pulse 607 (i.e., X%) is

transferred to the second beam splitter 606B in the first sub-pulse 608A, and a

percentage of the energy (i.e., 1-X%) of the second sub-pulse 608B follows a path

A-E (i.e., segments A-E) as it is reflected by multiple mirrors 601 before it strikes the

second beam splitter 606B. In one example, the transmission to reflection ratio of

the first beam splitter 606A is selected so that 70% of the pulse's energy is reflected

and 30% is transmitted through the beam splitter. In another example the

transmission to reflection ratio of the first beam splitter 606A is selected so that 50%

of the pulse's energy is reflected and 50% is transmitted through the beam splitter.

Referring to Figure 6A, the length of the path A-E, or sum of the lengths of the

segments A-E (i.e., total length = A + B + C + D + E as illustrated in Figure 6A), will

control the delay between sub-pulse 608A and sub-pulse 608B. In general by

adjusting the difference in path length between the first sub-pulse 608A and the

second sub-pulse 608B a delay of about 1.02 nanoseconds (ns) per foot can be

realized.

[0058] Next, the energy delivered to the second beam splitter 606B in the first sub-

pulse 608A is split into a second sub-pulse 609A that is directly transmitted to the

third beam splitter 606C and a second sub-pulse 609B that follows the path F-J

before it strikes the third beam splitter 606C. The energy delivered in the second

sub-pulse 608B is also split into a third sub-pulse 610A that is directly transmitted to

the third beam splitter 606C and a third sub-pulse 610B that follows the path F-J

before it strikes the third beam splitter 606C. This process of splitting and delaying



each of the sub-pulses continues as each of the sub-pulses strike subsequent beam

splitters (i.e., reference numerals 606D-E) and mirrors 601 until they are all

recombined in the final beam splitter 606E that is adapted to primarily deliver energy

to the next component in the optical system 220. The final beam splitter 606E may

be a polarizing beam splitter that adjusts the polarization of the energy in the sub-

pulses received from the delaying regions or from the prior beam splitter so that it

can be directed in a desired direction. In one embodiment, a waveplate 617 is

positioned before a polarizing type of final beam splitter 606E so that its polarization

can be rotated for the sub-pulses following path 615. Without the adjustment to the

polarization, a portion of the light will be reflected by the final beam splitter and not

get recombined with the other branch. In one example, all light in the pulse stretcher

assembly 406 is S-polarized, and thus the non-polarizing cube beam splitters divide

incoming beams, but the final beam splitter, which is a polarizing cube, combines

the energy that it receives. The energy in the sub-pulses following path 615 will

have its polarization rotated to P, which passes straight through the polarizing beam

splitter, while the other sub pulses following path 6 16 are S-polarized and thus are

reflected to form a combined beam. In one embodiment, the final beam splitter

606E comprises a non-polarizing beam splitter and a mirror that is positioned to

combine the energy received from the delaying regions or from the prior beam

splitter. In this case, the beam splitter will project part of the energy towards a

desired point, transmit another part of the energy received towards the desired point,

and the mirror will direct the remaining amount of energy transmitted through the

beam splitter to the same desired point. One will note that the number of times the

pulse is split and delayed may be varied by adding beam splitting type components

and mirrors in the configuration as shown herein to achieve a desirable pulse

duration and a desirable pulse profile. While Figures 6A and 8A illustrate a pulse

stretching design that utilizes four beam delaying regions, which contain a beam

splitter and mirrors, this configuration is not intended to be limiting as to the scope of

the invention.

[0059] Figure 6B illustrates an example of an energy versus time graph of various

sub-pulses 1-4, for example, sub-pulses 608A, 608B, 609A, 609B that have passed



through a two beam delaying region pulse stretcher assembly, which is similar to the

first two beam delaying regions of the pulse stretcher illustrated in Figure 6A. As

shown in Figure 6B, the pulse 607 delivered to the input of the pulse stretcher

assembly (Figure 6A) has a pulse width equal to period t|. In this case, sub-pulse 1

is the first pulse, sub-pulse 2 is the second pulse, sub-pulse 3 is the third pulse, and

sub-pulse 4 is the fourth pulse that exits the pulse stretcher assembly 406. In

general, the period of each of the sub-pulses will be about t-i, since this property of

the original pulse will remain relatively unchanged due to the pulse stretching

process illustrated in Figure 6A. Referring to Figure 6B, it follows that sub-pulse 1

traveled the shortest distance and sub-pulse 4 will have traveled the longest

distance through the pulse stretcher assembly 406. In one example, the sum of the

four sub-pulses will deliver a composite energy profile 612 that is spread out over a

period X, which is longer than period of the initial pulse. The composite energy

profile 612 will also have a lower average energy per unit time than the original

pulse 607. Figure 6C illustrates a plot of the expected temperature profile of the

anneal region 212 as a function of time as it is exposed to the pulse of energy

delivered in the composite energy profile 612. It should be noted that depending on

the transmission to reflection ratio of each of the selected beam splitters in the

system, the energy of the sub-pulses may be adjusted to deliver a desired pulse

profile. For example, by selecting a more transmissive, rather than reflective,

combination of beam splitters the profile of the composite energy profile 612 will

have a higher starting energy that will drop off towards the end of the composite

profile pulse 612. It should be noted that while Figures 6B, 7B and 8B all illustrate

rectangular shaped pulses that have the same amplitude this is not intended to be

limiting as to the scope of the invention, since other pulse shapes may be used to

deliver a composite energy profile 612 that has a more desirable profile.

[0060] Figure 7A schematically illustrates another embodiment of a optical system

220 that doesn't use a pulse stretcher assembly 406, but instead uses multiple

synchronized laser sources 605A-605D to deliver an optimize the pulse profile that

is delivered to the surface of the substrate. In one embodiment, energy source 402

contains a two or more energy sources, such as laser sources 605A-605D, that are



adapted to deliver synchronized pulses of energy to the subsequent components in

the optical system 220. In this configuration, the output 704 of each of the lasers

sources can be combined using multiple beam splitters 706, mirrors (not shown),

optical prisms, and/or other similar optical components that are well known in the art,

to provide a composite energy profile 712 that has a more desirable profile.

Therefore, by use of the system controller 430 the output of each pulse from each of

the laser sources 605A-605D can be synchronized to provide a desirable composite

energy profile 712. One will note that the amplitude and duration of each of the

pulses delivered from each of the two or more energy sources may be adjusted to

provide a composite energy profile that has desirable pulse characteristics.

[0061] As illustrated in Figures 7A and 7B, this configuration can utilize multiple laser

sources that each deliver synchronized pulses of energy that when combined into a

composite energy profile 712 creates a composite pulse that has desirable pulse

characteristics, such as a desirable pulse width and profile. In one embodiment, as

shown in Figure 7B multiple lasers are each used to deliver one or more pulses that

have a period ti and desirable peak energy level. As illustrated, the composite

energy profile 712 created by the combination of the synchronized pulses can be

adjusted to deliver a composite pulse that has a desirable profile and pulse duration

(t2) . Figure 7C illustrates a plot of the expected temperature profile of the anneal

region 212 as a function of time that is exposed to the pulse of energy delivered in

the composite energy profile 712.

[0062] Figures 8A schematically illustrates another embodiment of the present

invention that is used to deliver a desirable pulse profile by utilizing two or more

synchronized energy sources (e.g., laser sources 605A-605D) and a pulse stretcher

assembly 406, which are each discussed above in conjunction with Figures 6A-6C

and Figures 7A-7C. In this configuration, by use of the system controller 430 the

output of each of the laser sources 605A-605D can be synchronized so that the

composite pulse 812 (Figure 8B) will have a desirable profile. The composite pulse

812 may contain a composite of each of the sub-pulses created in the pulse

stretcher assembly 406 for each of the synchronized pulses delivered from each of

the laser sources 605A-605B. The profile, or shape, of the composite pulse 812



shown in Figure 8B formed from sub-pulses 1-4 is not intended to be limiting as to

the scope of the invention since any pulse profile can be used to provide an

optimized anneal process. Figure 8C illustrates a plot of the expected temperature

profile of the anneal region 212 as a function of time that is exposed to the pulse of

energy delivered in the composite pulse 812.

Beam Homoqenizer

[0063] In one embodiment, the optical system 220 contains a beam homogenizer

assembly 408 that is used to improve the uniformity of the spread of the energy

across the square, rectangular or other shaped "image" that is to be projected within

the anneal region 212 on the surface of the substrate. The "image" as discussed

above and used herein is a square, rectangular or other shaped 2-D representation

of the energy per unit time delivered in a pulse. In general, the beam homogenizer

assembly 408 contains various optical components, such as lenses, apertures, or

other optical components that are used to correct for non-uniform elements of an

"image" and thus provide a more uniform distribution energy to the annealing region

212 on the surface of the substrate. In one embodiment, the beam homogenizer

assembly 408 is positioned in the optical system 220 so that it will homogenize a

composite energy pulse delivered from the pulse stretcher assembly 406 and/or a

composite energy pulse delivered from synchronized pulses delivered from the

energy source 402. In one embodiment, in which multiple synchronized pulses are

combined to form a composite pulse, such as described above in conjunction with

Figures 7A-7C, multiple beam homogenizer assemblies 408 can be placed in each

of the outputs 704 of each of the laser sources to homogenize the delivered energy

before it is recombined into a composite energy profile 712 (Figure 7B).

[0064] Conventional optical projection techniques have typically utilized a beam

integrator assembly 910, which contains a pair of micro-lens arrays (e.g., reference

numerals 904 and 906 in Figure 9) and lens 908 that homogenize the energy

passing through this integrator assembly. It should be noted that the term micro-

lens array, or f ly's-eye lens, is generally meant to describe an integral lens array that

contains multiple adjacent lenses. As designed, the beam integrator assembly 910



generally works best using an incoherent source or a broad partially coherent source

whose spatial coherence length is much smaller than a single micro-lens array's

dimensions. In short, the beam integrator assembly 910 homogenizes the beam by

overlapping magnified images of the micro-lens arrays at a plane situated at the

back focal plane of the lens 908. The lens 908 should be well corrected so as

minimize aberrations including field distortion. Also, the size of the image field is a

magnified version of the shape of the apertures of the first microlens array, where

the magnification factor is given by FZf1 where is the focal length of the

microlenses in the first micro-lens array 904 and F is the focal length of lens 908. In

one example, a lens 908 that has a focal length of about 175 mm and a micro-

lenses in the micro-lens array have a 4.75 mm focal length is used to form an 11mm

square field image. One will note that many different combinations for these

components can be used, but generally the most efficient homogenizers will have a

first micro-lens array 904 and second micro-lens array 906 that are identical. Since

it is common in the beam integrator assembly 910 to position the first micro-lens

array 904 and a second micro-lens array 906 a distance apart so that the energy

density (Watts/mm 2) delivered to the first micro-lens array 904 is increased, or

focused, on the second micro-lens array 906, this can cause damage to the second

micro-lens array 906 when the energy density exceeds the damage threshold of the

optical component and/or optical coating placed on the optical components.

Typically the second micro-lens array 906 is spaced a distance d2 from the first

micro-lens array 904 equal to the focal length of the lenslets in the first micro-lens

array 904. In one example, each the micro-lens arrays 904, 906 contains 7921

micro-lenses (i.e., 89 x 89 array) that are a square shape and that have an edge

length of about 300 microns. The lens 908, or Fourier lens, is generally used to

integrate the image received from the micro-lens arrays 904, 906 and is spaced a

distance d3 from the second micro-lens array 906.

[0065] In applications where coherent or partially coherent sources are used, various

interference and diffraction artifacts can be problematic when using a beam

integrator assembly 910, since they create high intensity regions, or spots, within the

projected beam's filed of view, which can exceed the damage threshold of the



various optical components. Therefore, due to the configuration of the lenses or the

interference artifacts, the useable lifetime of the various optical components in the

beam integrator assembly 910 and system has become a key design and

manufacturing consideration.

[0066] Figure 9 schematically illustrates one embodiment in which a random diffuser

902 is placed within the beam homogenizer assembly 408 so that the uniformity of

outgoing energy A5 is improved in relation to the incoming energy Ai. In this

configuration, the incoming energy Ai is diffused by the placement of a random

diffuser 902 prior to the energy A2, A3 and A4 being received and homogenized by

the first micro-lens array 904, second micro-lens array 906 and lens 908,

respectively. The random diffuser 902 will cause the pulse of incoming energy (A1)

delivered from the energy source 402 to be distributed over a wider range of angles

(αi ) to reduce the contrast of the projected beam and thus improve the spatial

uniformity of the pulse. The random diffuser 902 generally causes the light passing

through it to spread out so that the irradiance (W/cm 2) of energy A3 received by the

second micro-lens array 906 is less than without the diffuser. The diffuser is also

used to randomize the phase of the beam striking each micro-lens array. This

additional random phase improves the spatial uniformity by spreading out the high

intensity spots observed without the diffuser. In general, the random diffuser 902 is

narrow angle optical diffuser that is selected so that it will not diffuse the received

energy in a pulse at an angle greater than the acceptance angle of the lens that it is

placed before. In one example, the random diffuser 902 is selected so that the

diffusion angle Ci 1 is less than the acceptance angle of the micro-lenses in the first

micro-lens array 904 or the second micro-lens array 906. In one embodiment, the

random diffuser 902 comprises a single diffuser, such as a 0.5° to 5° diffuser that is

placed prior to the first micro-lens array 904. In another embodiment, the random

diffuser 902 comprises two or more diffuser plates, such as 0.5° to 5° diffuser plates

that are spaced a desired distance apart to further spreading out and homogenize

the projected energy of the pulse delivered from the energy source 402. In one

embodiment, the random diffuser 902 may be spaced a distance di away from the



first micro-lens array 904 so that the first micro-lens array 904 can receive

substantially all of the energy delivered in the incoming energy A-i.

Quadratic Phase Error

[0067] While beam integrator assembly configurations are generally useful to help

homogenize light from low energy incoherent light sources, when they are used with

spatially coherent or spatially partially coherent energy sources that have a spatial

coherence greater than approximately 1/1 0th the distance between lenses, dramatic

intensity fluctuations can occur at the edge of the image due to diffraction related

effects. Figure 11A is a two dimensional representation of a projected image, which

is intended to pictorially illustrate the uniformity fluctuations of a non-uniform image

1101 that can be created when using a spatially coherent energy source. The

variations that are illustrated by the various shades of gray clearly show that the high

intensity regions 1104 (i.e., lighter shades of grey) are found near the edges 1102

while a more uniform and a lower intensity region is found near the center region

1103 of the non-uniform image 1101 . Figure 11B is a graphical representation of

the intensity variation versus distance of a cross-section of the non-uniform image

1101 shown in Figure 11A. In this example, the numerical aperture (NA) of the

system is 0.00088, the magnification is 35.6, and the wavelength of the spatially

coherent light is 532 nm. The representative intensity variation versus distance, or

curve 1105, has been plotted using a bisecting plane that passes through the center

region 1103 and through the edges 1102 of the non-uniform image 110 1 . The high

intensity regions 1104 illustrated in Figures 11A and 11B, which are shown by the

large peaks 1106, are believed to be created by the aberrations in the lens

components, unwanted filtering effects of the optical components in the system,

interference effects, and/or diffraction related effects occurring near the edge of the

non-uniform image 1101 . Since the goal of current pulse laser anneal processes is

to provide a uniform energy field that has a uniformity of less than 5% these effects

can greatly affect the usefulness of the laser anneal process. The variation in

intensity seen in a real pulsed laser anneal system due to the coherent light effects

can create high intensity regions near the edge that have a magnitude as high as

about 20% above the mean intensity. One way to resolve this problem is to try to



make the spatially coherent energy more incoherent, which is generally hard to do in

practice.

[0068] Alternately, in one embodiment, as illustrated in Figure 1OA the high intensity

regions of the non-uniform image 1101 are removed by the placement of an

aperture 912 within the optical path to effectively block these high intensity regions.

While this method can be effective to improve the uniformity of the non-uniform

image 110 1 it reduces the amount energy delivered and the effective image size E2

of the non-uniform image 110 1 as compared to the original image size E1 of the

image. Adding an aperture 912 can also make the optical system 220 more

complex due to the need to make the energy source larger to account for the

decrease in delivered energy, the need to accurately position the aperture, the need

to cool the aperture, and in some cases the need to magnify the image.

Quadratic Phase Error Beam Homoqenizer

[0069] Figure 10B illustrates another embodiment of the invention that is used to

correct intensity variations at the edge and center regions of the non-uniform image

1101 shown in Figure 11A . The image formed at the final image plane B1 from a

typical beam integrator assembly 9 10 , discussed above, is the average of the

images formed from each micro-lens in the micro-lens arrays 904, 906, which are in

fact are nearly identical. In an uncorrected system, as shown in Figures 9, each of

the micro-lenses in the micro-lens arrays 904, 906 produces an image that has high

intensity peak near the edge as shown in Figures 11A and 11B. In the example

shown in Figures 11A and 11B, the first and second micro-lens arrays 904, 906

contained 2500 micro-lenses {i.e., 50 x 50 array) that were square shaped {e.g.,

edge length of about 300 microns) and a single 175 mm focal length lens 908 were

used.

[0070] To minimize the areas of high intensity light near the edge of the image a

correction lens 1001 that has a desired focal length is placed in front of the first

micro-lens array 904. The correction lens 1001 controls the variable amount of

quadratic phase, or variable aberration, to the image received {e.g., energy G
1 ,



energy G1 + energy G2) and projected {e.g., energy G3) by each micro-lens in the

micro-lens array 904 to adjust the sum of each of the micro-lenses received at the

image plane B1 so that the image is more uniform. The correction lens 1001 adjusts

the image projected by each micro-lens in the micro-lens arrays so that the sum of

all the lenses will improve the uniformity of the composite image. In one

embodiment, the correction lens 1001 is used to reduce the intensity fluctuations

near the edge of the projected image. Part of this correction of the composite image

is due to the adjusted variation in the spatial frequency spectrum, or quadratic

phase, of the light received by each of the micro-lenses in the micro-lens array.

[0071] In one embodiment, the amount of quadratic phase added for the micro-lens

near the center of the micro-lens array 904 is small, while the amount of quadratic

phase added to the micro-lens near the edge of the micro-lens array 904 is large.

Thus, the image formed by the image projected through the center of the correction

lens and center of the micro-lens array is approximately the same as if no correction

lens 1001 is in place, while the image at the edges will have significantly more

changes from the uncorrected shape. In one embodiment, each micro-lens in the

micro-lens array sees a variable amount of quadratic phase depending on its

position within the micro-lens array and thus the projected image for each micro-lens

in the micro-lens array 904 is slightly changed due to the differing curvature of the

light received from the corrective lens 1001 .

[0072] Figures 11E and 11F illustrate an example of how the shape of the intensity

versus distance across the lens of a projected image from a micro-lens positioned at

the center and edge of the micro-lens array 904, respectively, due to the addition of

the correction lens 1001 . The image formed by a micro-lens positioned at the center

of the micro-lens array 904 and the center of the correction lens 1001 will produce

an image that is approximately the same as that formed if no correction lens was

placed before the micro-lens arrays. For example, the curve 1105 in Figures 11B

and curve 1111 in Figure 11E are very similar, since the image represented in

Figure 11B is the sum of all the uncorrected identical images projected by each

micro-lens in the micro-lens array. However, in one example the images formed by

micro-lenses near the edge of the micro-lens arrays (see curve 1112 in Figure 11F)



will produce fewer ripples and tend to have an intensity that drops off more rapidly

than the center micro-lenses. In one embodiment, the correction lens 1001 is

selected and positioned so that the projected image by each micro-lens will

gradually vary for each micro-lens that is in between the center and the edge of the

micro-lens array.

[0073] In one embodiment, micro-lenses in the micro-lens array that are spaced an

equal distance from a symmetric axes of the correction lens, such as the center of a

spherical shaped correction lens will each have similarly shaped intensity peaks

across the projected image. For example, for each micro-lens that is positioned an

equal distance from the symmetric axis of the correction lens in a square micro-lens

array will generally project the same shaped image.

[0074] By selecting a correction lens 1001 that has a proper focal length and lens

shape based on the wavelength of the light, spatial coherence of the light, numerical

aperture of the micro-lenses, the number of micro-lenses in the micro-lens arrays,

and focal length of the micro-lens arrays, the corrected image produced will be more

uniform due to the blending of the peaks and valleys created by the corrected image

projected by each of the micro-lenses in the micro lens array. For example, a more

uniform composite image is formed by the summation of the high intensity peaks

produced by some micro-lenses with low intensity peaks generated by others. It is

believed that by increasing the number of micro-lenses in the micro-lens arrays the

longer the focal length the correction lens 1001 would likely need to be to effectively

correct for the high intensity peaks at the edge of the corrected image 1108. The

careful balancing of quadratic phase change due to the properties of the various

lens in the beam homogenizer, such as focal length of the various lenses {e.g.,

corrective lens), will lead to a more uniform image with very little loss of transmitted

energy.

[0075] Figure 11D illustrates a corrected image 1108 that is formed by adding the

correction lens 1001 into the optical path before the first micro-lens array 904. In

one example, the correction lens 1001 is a single 200 mm focal length lens that is

placed roughly 50 mm in front of the micro-lens array 904 that contains 2500 micro-



lenses that are a square shape and have an edge length of about 300 microns. The

focal length of a desirable correction lens will have focal length that does not

increase the angle too much for the homogenizer to accommodate, but has a focal

length long enough to introduce enough phase shift to provide a desirable

uniformity. The desired focal length is a function of the acceptance angle of the

homogenizer, which is related to the aperture size of the micro-lenses in the second

micro-lens array 906 divided by two times the focal length of the first micro-lens

array 904. The correction lens can be placed before (shown in Figure 10B) or after

(not shown) the random diffuser 902 in the optical path if it is needed, but before the

first micro-lens array 904. One will note that the high intensity regions 1104 seen in

Figure 11A have almost all been removed in Figure 11D (see reference numerals

1104A) by the addition of the correction lens 1001 .

[0076] Figure 11C is a graphical representation of the intensity variation versus

distance of a cross-section of the corrected image 1108 shown in Figure 11D. The

representative intensity variation versus distance, or curve 1109, has been plotted

using a bisecting plane that passes through the center region 1103 and through the

edges 1102 of the corrected image 1108. The high intensity regions 1104 found at

the edges 1102 of the curve 1110 in Figure 11B have been removed in Figure 11C.

[0077] Theoretically, it is possible to calculate the intensity pattern at the back focal

plane of the long focal length lens 908; however, the presence of the random

diffuser 902 makes this difficult. In any case, it is believed that the theoretical output

intensity across the corrected image 1108 can be found by using equation (1).
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[0078] The function Hkι(x, y) illustrated in equation (2) is the familiar Hermite

polynomials that describe the laser beam, the function illustrated in equation (3) is

the phase factor imposed on the beam by the random diffuser 902, the function

illustrated in equation (4) is the quadratic phase factor added to the beam by the

lens 908 and the function illustrated in equation (5) is the Fourier transform kernal,

where λ is the wavelength, f is the focal length, ω is the frequency of the light, X is

the position in one direction across the image, and Y is the position in another

direction across the image. The inner integrals over variables X and Y represent the

field produced at the exit of a single micro-lens in the micro-lens arrays that is

square shaped and has edge length equal to "a." The outer integrals over ξ and η

are used to calculate the intensity at the final image plane including the spatial

filtering effect of the finite numerical aperture (NA) of the system and wavelength (λ) .

To achieve the overall intensity one must then sum the fields for all micro-lenses

illuminated by summing over indices m and n to find the field due to a single

Hermite-Gaussian mode. Squaring the absolute value of the sum produces the

intensity pattern due to a single Hermite-Gaussian mode. Finally summing over all

Hermite-Gaussian modes produces the intensity pattern produced at the final image

plane including the effects of the random diffractive diffuser and the focusing lens.

This equation does not include the effect of system magnification since it is assumed

to be unity, but could be done by scaling the output field and the focusing lens focal

length by the magnification factor.

Relay Optics

[0079] In one embodiment, the optical system 220 contains a relay optics assembly

410 that contains a group of optical components that are used to direct the image



that is passed from the up-stream components in optical system 220 to the surface

of the substrate that is positioned on the substrate supporting surface 216 (Figure 4)

positioned in the laser anneal processing chamber 420. In general, the relay optics

assembly 410 contains a number of mirrors, lenses and other common optical

components that allow the position, orientation and size of the image to be set so

that it fills the annealing region 212 on the surface of the substrate.

[0080] It should be noted that the order of the components found in the optical

system 220 and illustrated in Figures 4 , 5, 6A, 7A and 8A are not intended to be

limiting as to the scope of the invention, since it may be desirable to reposition one

or more of the components without affecting the functionality of the system. In

another embodiment, one or more of the components illustrated in Figures 4 , 5, 6A,

7A, and 8A, such as the relay optics assembly 410 may be removed from the optical

system 220 to reduce cost or system complexity without varying from the basic

scope of the invention.

[0081] While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of the present invention, other

and further embodiments of the invention may be devised without departing from the

basic scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined by the claims that follow.



Claims:

1. An apparatus of thermally processing a substrate, comprising:

an energy source configured to output a first energy pulse;

a first micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses that are positioned to

receive at least a portion of the first energy pulse and to transmit at least a portion of

the first energy pulse received by the first micro-lens array;

a second micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses that are

positioned to receive at least a portion of the first energy pulse transmitted from the

first micro-lens array and to transmit at least a portion of the first energy pulse

received by the second micro-lens array;

a first lens that is positioned to receive at least a portion of the first energy

pulse transmitted from the second micro-lens array and to transmit at least a portion

of the first energy pulse received from the second micro-lens array; and

a second lens that is positioned to receive at least a portion of the first energy

pulse to cause an image received by two or more micro-lenses in the first micro-lens

array to be at least partially different so that the uniformity of at least a portion of the

first pulse transmitted by the first lens is improved.

2 . The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a random diffuser positioned

between the energy source and the first micro-lens array, the random diffuser having

a diffusion angle less than or equal to the acceptance angle of each of the micro-

lenses in the first micro-lens array.

3 . The apparatus of claim 1, the apparatus further comprising an aperture to

block a portion of the first energy pulse to change the uniformity of the transmitted

energy density per unit time of the first energy pulse.

4 . The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the energy source comprises:

a first energy source configured to deliver a first portion of the first energy

pulse, the first portion having a first pulse width;

a second energy source configured to deliver a second portion of the first

energy pulse, the second portion having a second pulse width; and



a controller to synchronize the delivery of the first portion and the second

portion, wherein the pulse widths of the first and second portions are less than a

pulse width of the first energy pulse.

5. The apparatus of claim 1, further comprising a processing chamber that

comprises:

one or more walls that enclose a processing region, one of the one or more

walls is configured to transmit at least a portion of the energy transmitted in the first

energy pulse;

a substrate support to support a substrate that is positioned to receive at least

a portion of the energy transferred in the first energy pulse through the one of the

one or more walls; and

a heat exchanging device to adjust the temperature of a substrate positioned

on the substrate support.

6 . An apparatus of thermally processing a substrate, comprising:

an energy source assembly configured to deliver a first energy pulse;

a pulse stretching device that comprises:

a first beam splitting device to split the first energy pulse into a

first sub-pulse and a second sub-pulse, wherein the first sub-pulse is

transferred along a first path having a first length to a beam combining

device;

a first plurality of mirrors that are aligned to reflect the second

sub-pulse received from the first beam splitting device along a second

path having a second length to the beam combining device;

one or more components configured to direct the first sub-pulse

and the second sub-pulse to a surface of a substrate; and

the beam combining device configured to transmit the first sub-

pulse and the second sub-pulse to the one or more components;

a first micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses to receive at least a

portion of the first energy pulse;



a second micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses to receive the at

least a portion of the energy transmitted from the first micro-lens array;

a first lens that is positioned to receive the at least a portion of the energy

transmitted from the plurality of micro-lenses in the second micro-lens array and

transmit the energy received from the second micro-lens array to the one or more

components; and

a random diffuser that is positioned to receive at least a portion of the first

energy pulse and to transmit the at least a portion of the first energy pulse to the first

micro-lens array.

7 . The apparatus of claim 6, further comprising a second lens that is positioned

to receive the at least a portion of the energy transmitted from the first energy pulse

and at least partially alter the energy received by each micro-lens in the first micro-

lens array, wherein the second lens is adapted to improve the uniformity of the

amount of energy transmitted by the first lens.

8. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein the first length is shorter than the second

length.

9 . The apparatus of claim 6 , wherein the pulse stretching device further

comprises:

a second beam splitting device to receive and split the first sub-pulse into a

third sub-pulse and a fourth sub-pulse, and to receive and split the second sub-pulse

into a fifth sub-pulse and a sixth sub-pulse, wherein the third and fifth sub-pulses are

transferred along a portion of the first path to the beam combining device;

a second plurality of mirrors that are aligned to reflect the fourth sub-pulse

and the sixth sub-pulse received from the second beam splitting device along a third

path having a third path length to the beam combining device; and

the beam combining device to receive the third sub-pulse and fifth sub-pulse

from the second beam splitting device and the fourth sub-pulse and the sixth sub-

pulse from the second plurality of mirrors.



10. The apparatus of claim 6, further comprising:

the energy source assembly comprises:

a first energy source to deliver a first portion of the first energy

pulse; and

a second energy source to deliver a second portion of the first

energy pulse; and

a controller to offset the delivery of the first portion and the second portion in

time.

11. An apparatus of thermally processing a substrate, comprising:

a first energy source configured to output a first energy pulse;

a second energy source configured to output a second energy pulse;

a pulse stretching device that comprises:

a first beam splitting device to split the first pulse delivered from

the energy source into a first sub-pulse and a second sub-pulse, and

the second energy pulse delivered from the energy source into a third

sub-pulse and a fourth sub-pulse, wherein the first sub-pulse and the

third sub-pulse are transferred along a first path having a first length to

a beam combining device; and

a first plurality of mirrors that are aligned to reflect the second

sub-pulse and the fourth sub-pulse received from the first beam

splitting device along a second path having a second length to the

beam combining device;

a first micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses to receive at least a

portion of the first energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse from the

beam combining device;

a second micro-lens array having a plurality of micro-lenses to receive the at

least a portion of the first energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse

transmitted from the first micro-lens array and to transmit at least a portion of the

first energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse received by the second

micro-lens array;



a first lens that is positioned to receive the at least a portion of the first energy

pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse transmitted from the micro lenses in

the second micro-lens array and transmit the at least a portion of the first energy

pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse received from the second micro-lens

array;

a random diffuser that is positioned to receive at least a portion of the first

energy pulse and a portion of the second energy pulse and transmit at least a

portion of the received portion of the first energy pulse and a portion of the received

portion of the second energy pulse to the first micro-lens array, and

a controller synchronize the delivery of the first energy pulse and the second

energy pulse, wherein a composite pulse formed by summing the first energy pulse

and the second energy pulse over time has a pulse width that is greater than the

pulse width of the first energy pulse and the second energy pulse.

12. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising a processing chamber that

comprises:

one or more walls that enclose a processing region, wherein one of the one

or more walls is configured to transmit at least a portion of the first energy pulse and

the second energy pulse;

a substrate support to support a substrate, the substrate support positioned

so that a substrate disposed on the substrate support would receive at least a

portion of the first energy pulse and the second energy pulse through the one of the

one or more walls; and

a heat exchanging device to adjust the temperature of a substrate positioned

on the substrate support.

13. A method of thermally processing a substrate, comprising:

positioning a substrate on a substrate support;

delivering a first energy pulse having a first wavelength and first pulse width

to a first lens from a first energy source;



transmitting at least a portion of the first energy pulse from the first lens to a

first micro-lens array such that the uniformity of images received by two or more

micro-lenses are at least partially different;

transmitting at least a portion of the first energy pulse received by the first

micro-lens array to a second micro-lens array, the first micro-lens array to increase

the energy density of the transmitted portion of the first energy pulse received by the

second lens array; and

transmitting at least a portion of the first energy pulse received by the second

micro-lens array to a second lens, the second lens configured to transmit at least a

portion of the first energy pulse received by the second lens to the one or more

components; and

transferring at least a portion of the first energy pulse received by the one or

more components to the substrate.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

splitting the first energy pulse into a first sub-pulse and a second sub-pulse

using a beam splitter;

directing the first sub pulse along a first path to a beam combining device;

directing the second sub-pulse towards a plurality of mirrors to the beam

combining device, wherein the plurality of mirrors are aligned to reflect the second

sub-pulse along a second path, and the distance the first sub-pulse travels along the

first path from the beam splitter to the beam combining device is shorter than the

distance the second sub-pulse travels along the second path from the beam splitter

to the beam combining device; and

delivering the first energy pulse from the beam combining device to the first

lens as the first sub-pulse and the second sub-pulse.

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising positioning a random diffuser

between the energy source and the first micro-lens array so that the random diffuser

receives at least a portion of the first energy pulse.
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